Instructions for Authors – ABSTRACT

Abstracts must necessarily be submitted in English.

The abstract should be formatted as follows in Microsoft® Word processing program:

**Title**

*(Times New Roman Bold 14 pt. and centered)*

Leave two empty lines after

Author First Name Last Name1, Author First Name Last Name2

*(Times New Roman 12 pt. normal and centered)*

1 List the name of the department, institution and full postal address (including postal code, country, phone and email)* (Times New Roman 10 pt.)*

2 List the name of the department, institution and full postal address (including postal code, country, phone, and email)* (Times New Roman 10 pt.)*

Leave two empty lines after

**Abstract**

*(TimesNewRomanBold12pt.)*

Leave two line spaces

All margins should be set to 25mm. Use a one column format. All text must be justified and prepared in 11pt. Times New Roman.

Leave an empty line between paragraphs.

Abstract should be limited to 300-350 words *(Times New Roman 11pt., normal).* The abstract is limited to one page

Keywords: Times New Roman 10 pt. normal

Note: Please indicate the order of preference for the presentation among: Oral lecture or Visual Presentation.

v One-page abstract that is printed in the Abstracts book *(with ISBN)*

v Full paper that is published on the Proceedings CD-ROM *(with ISBN)*
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